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Abstract 
We present he notion of steadfastness that at once embodies modularity, reusability, and 
formal correctness. A steadfast program is an open program with parameters, which is 
parametrically correct in the sense that it will always be correct with respect o its (open) 
specification whenever its parameters are computed correctly. Thus, a steadfast program is 
correct, modular and reusable. Therefore, steadfastness provides a basis for hierarchical con- 
struction of correct reusable modules. We first introduce the idea of steadfastness in an in- 
formal manner. Then we give a model-theoretic characterisation f steadfastness, followed by 
an operational semantics based on the (open) completion of an open program. Finally, we 
apply our general results to program correctness with respect to parametric specifica- 
tions. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Correctness; Modularity; Reusability; Open programs; Parametric programs; 
Parametric specifications 
I .  In t roduct ion  
In (both standard and constraint) logic programming,  we have developed a for- 
mal approach (see e.g. [18,20]) to constructing programs in which we can define and 
reason about the correctness and reusabil ity of  not  only parametr ic  programs but 
also generic classes (see [21,16,17]). The cornerstone of  our formal isat ion of  reus- 
abil ity and correctness is the not ion of  steadfastness. In model-theoret ic terms, 
steadfastness corresponds to parametr ic  orrectness in a class of  interpretations. It 
allows us to formalise correctness with respect Io parametr ic  specifications, in such a 
way that correct programs are preserved through inheritance hierarchies of  (generic) 
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classes. Steadfast programs thus make ideal units in a library from which correct 
software can be composed. In this paper, we shall introduce, formally define, and 
3 discuss steadfast logic programs. 
Steadfastness is a model-theoretic notion of correctness for open or parametric 
programs. In an open program P, predicates that do not occur as the head of any clause 
have parametric nterpretations. We call them open predicates, while the predicates that 
do appear in clause heads are called defined predicates. If we consider a class J of 
possible interpretations for the signature 2~ of the program P, then we say that P is 
steadfast in ,,¢ if, for every interpretation i E J ,  the minimum i-model of P, namely the 
minimum of the models of P that interpret the open predicates as i, coincides with i. 
The class J of interpretations in which steadfastness is defined therefore plays a 
key role by providing the context for steadfastness. For a model-theoretic reatment 
of steadfastness, what J interprets is not relevant. However for practical program 
development, .~ typically interprets an axiomatisation ~- of the problem domain in 
question. We call ~ a specification framework, or just framework for short. From a 
model-theoretic point of view, of course, an open framework .~ simply axiomatises a 
class J of (intended) models. If ,¢ contains only one model (or an isomorphism 
class), then ~ is closed. On the other hand, an open framework ~ has many non- 
isomorphic (intended) models. 
We can define steadfastness formally in terms of models of open programs 
(Section 4), by adapting the completion as well as the minimum model semantics of 
standard (closed) logic programs. Moreover, this model-theoretic characterisation 
enables us to show that steadfast programs enjoy properties uch as composition- 
ality, reusability and inheritance, that are of crucial importance in modular program 
development. 
In order to use our model-theoretic semantics to prove that an arbitrary, given 
open program is steadfast, we also define steadfastness in terms of computations of 
open programs (Section 5), by using variants of SLD derivations and trees, and 
relating them to provability from the (open) completion Ocomp of open programs. 
That is, we extend the kernel of the theory of (closed) logic programs [38,7,8,26,1] to 
open logic programs. Based on this extension, we introduce (parametric) existential 
termination in a class ,J of interpretations. In this way, we establish soundness and 
completeness results for open logic programs. This leads to a major result: if a 
program P existentially terminates in J ,  then P is steadfast in o¢ if and only if its 
open completion, Ocomp(P), is true in o¢. Ocomp(P) contains only the completed 
definitions of the defined predicates of P, but not those of the open ones. This 
corresponds to the idea that the open predicates are parameters, or place-holders, by 
allowing them to have open interpretations. Similarly, existential termination in J 
corresponds to termination with respect o every interpretation i E ,¢ of the open 
predicates: it means that P terminates under the assumption that open symbols are 
answered, during a computation, by some program Q that computes according to i. 
Steadfastness provides the model-theoretic basis for parametric orrectness, i.e., 
correctness with respect to parametric specifications. To define and reason about such 
specifications and parametric orrectness (Section 6), we make use of axiomatised 
3 Note that what we call a 'steadfast logic program' iscompletely different from what O'Keefe ([33], p. 
96) calls a 'steadfast predicate', although we also (need to) use 'steadfast' in the sense of 'unchanging'. 
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frameworks of the form (27, Ax U Th, J}, where S is a signature, Ax is a decidable set 
of first-order axioms, Th a set of (already proven) theorems, and J a class of intended 
models of Ax. A framework typically embodies an axiomatisation of the problem 
domain, that provides an unambiguous semantic underpinning for specifications and 
programs, as well as the correctness relationship between them (see [23]). Axioms and 
theorems hould codify all the relevant knowledge on the domain. 
In an (open) axiomatised framework .~ :: (27,Ax U Th, J ) ,  a parametric specifi- 
cation of r is a set Sr of formulas, that define r in terms of the symbols of Z. Thus S,. 
contains symbols from Z and the new symbol r. In terms of models, S,- defines an 
expansion ~', of J ,  namely a class of models such that, for every i E ./, ~, contains 
one expanded model i,. that coincides with i over the signature Z and interprets r 
according to S,. We will show that, in the more general setting for program devel- 
opment, we can define correctness of a program with respect o Sr as steadfastness in 
a class of expansions defined by S,. 
Correctness defined in terms of steadfastness inherits the compositionality, reus- 
ability and inheritance properties of steadfastness. Thus steadfastness provides a 
formal basis for correct program reuse in particular, and for modular development 
of correct programs in general. 
Furthermore, the theorems Th in a framework 0~ embody knowledge already 
proved in ,~'. Steadfastness in .~ thus enables reuse of not only (correct) programs, 
but also such (verified) knowledge. 
The paper is organised as follows. First, we informally introduce frameworks and 
the idea of steadfastness in a framework (Section 2). Then we give a formal account 
of frameworks (Section 3), followed by a model-theoretic characterisation of 
steadfastness (Section 4), and a computational or proof-theoretic interpretation of 
steadfastness (Section 5), which together constitute a self-contained formal treat- 
ment of steadfastness. A brief discussion of the relationship between steadfastness 
and program correctness with respect to specifications (Section 61) then rounds offthe 
paper, showing the relevance of steadfastness to practical modular development of
correct open programs. Finally, we briefly compare steadfastness with related work 
on modularity, reuse and correctness. 
2. The idea of steadfastness 
The notion of steadfastness is defined in the context of a problem domain, or 
more precisely its characterisation. If our problem domain is library information 
systems, for example, then we need data types like strings and lists of strings to 
represent book titles and lists of authors, a suitable type for book codes, and so on. 
We will also need relations like author(A, C), title(T, C), etc. We call the character- 
isation of a problem domain a specification framework ,~, or framework for short. In 
this section, we will introduce and illustrate the idea of steadfastness by using this 
informal description of frameworks. Then in Section 3, we will define frameworks 
formally. 
Example 2.1. Suppose we want to iterate n times a binary operation o on some 
domain D. A specification framework for our problem has to contain at least the 
following: 
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(i) a (generic) domain D, equipped with a binary operation o and a distinguished 
element e, used in (iii) below; 
(ii) the usual structure of natural numbers, to express the number n; 
(iii) the iteration operation x(a, n) = e o a o . . .  o a. 
(n times) 
In this framework, which we will call J ter ,  we can specify the relation iterate that 
we want to compute, by the following specification: 
Siterate(D, x) : i terate(x,n,z) *-~z = x(a,n). (2.1) 
Siter, te(D, x) is a parametr ic specification, that is, its meaning depends on the in- 
terpretation of the 'parameters' D and ×. Natural numbers are not parameters, ince 
they have only one interpretation i the framework. We can derive the following 
program eiterate: 
iterate(a, 0, v) +-- unit(v) 
iterate(a, s(n), v) e-- iterate(a, n, w), op(w, a, v) 
where s is the successor function for natural numbers, and the predicates unit and op 
are defined in J te r  by the parametric specifications S,,~t(D, e) and Sop(D, o): 
Sunit(D,e): unit(u) *-~ u = e 
(2.2) 
Sop(D,o): op(x ,y ,z )+-*z=xoy  
Now P~te~te is an open program, since it does not contain clauses for computing 
unit and op. Thus unit and op are open in P~t~te. On the other hand, iterate is a defined 
symbol  in P~te~te, since we have clauses for computing it. 
The question is 'How do we define the correctness of such an open program with 
respect o a parametric specification, and how do we reason about such correctness?' 
We will indicate how we might answer this question in general, by considering the 
particular case of eiterate. 
Although, as it stands Piterate does not contain any code for computing the pa- 
rameters unit and op, it makes sense to talk about its correctness: P,r~r, te is correct with 
respect to the specifications Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) because it always computes iterate 
correctly in terms of correct computations of unit and op in any interpretation of 
J ter .  In other words, P~t~te can be composed with correct code for unit and op in that 
interpretation. 
For example, if D is the set of natural numbers, o is +, e is 0, then 
x(a, n) --- 0 + a +- . .  + a = na. Now, if Q+i,(,) computes u = 0 and Q+op(x~vz) computes 
z = x + y, then P~te~t~ U Q+,it(u) u Q+op(x,y~) will compute ha, i.e., Pl,eru,e is co'rrect in this 
first interpretation. 
As another example, if D is the set of integers, o is - ,  e is 0, then 
x (a, n) = 0 - a . . . . .  a = -na .  If Q~,it(~) computes u = 0 and Qop(x~v¢) computes 
z = x - y, then eiterate U Q~nit(u) u Qop(x,y,z) will compute -na  for an integer a, i.e., P~te,,te 
is also correct in this second interpretation. 
In general, for any interpretation i of J ter ,  and programs Qiunit(u ) and ~op(x~,~), the 
correctness of eiterate U Qiunit(u ) U ~op(x~v,z), and hence the correctness of P,'t~r~,e, is guar- 
anteed provided that Q',,,(u) and Q'op(~,y,z) compute unit and op according to the 
specifications Eq. (2.2). 
The reusability of Pt'terate with different Q's to yield a correct program for different 
interpretations of the framework is an important semantic property from the point 
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of  view of  modularity, reusability and correctness in formal program development. 
We call this property steadfastness in an open f ramework with a class of  models. 
As an example of  a non-steadfast program in deter, consider the following pro- 
gram Pi~erate : 
iterate(a, O, v) ~-- unit(v) 
iterate(a, n, v) ~-- m + m = n, iterate(a, m, w), op(w, w, v) 
iterate(a, n, v) +-- m + s(m) = n, iterate(a, m, w), op(w, w,z), op(z, a, v) 
P/Ter~te is more efficient than P~terate: iterate computers in linear time, whereas P~Te,~t~ 
computers in logarithmic time. P~7~r~,e is correct with respect to Eqs. (2.1) and 
(2.2) if D is the set of natural numbers with + as o and 0 as e. In contrast, it is 
incorrect if D is the set of integers w i th -  as o and 0 as e. For  instance, for 
iterate(a, s(s(s(s (0)))), v), Pi~er~te computes 0 instead of the correct answer -4a .  Thus 
P,'*,~r~t~ is not steadfast in deter. 
However, if we require that e and o satisfy the additional axioms Vx. e o x = x and 
Vx, y, z .  x o (y o z) = (x o y) o z, then we can prove that the following properties 
hold: 4 
x (a ,n )= x (a ,n+2)  o×(a ,n+2)oa i fn i sodd ,  
x (a, n) = × (a,n + 2) o × (a, n + 2) if n is even, 
and in the subclass deter * of interpretations of deter that satisfy the additional axi- 
oms, PeT~r~te computes correctly, and thus it is steadfast in deter*. 
For instance, if D is the set of m-dimensional square matrices, with the m-di- 
mensional identity matrix as e, then since matrix multiplication x is associative, 
P~7~t~ is correct, where op computes matrix products. 
3. Frameworks: The context for steadfastness 
In this section we define specification frameworks formally, to set the scene for a 
formal treatment of steadfastness in the sequel. 
A f ramework is characterised by a signature S and a class de of intended inter- 
pretations. For example, deter has a signature containing D, o, e, x, and the usual 
signature of natural numbers, and it has the intended interpretations informally 
described in the previous section. Signatures and interpretations are defined formally 
as follows: 
Definition 3.1 (Signatures). A (first-order many-sorted) signature S consists of: 
(i) A set S of sort symbols. 
(ii) A set F of  function declarations. Each function declaration has the form 
f : a ~ s, where f i s  the declared function symbol, a = (s i , , . . . ,  se,) is its arity, 
and s is its sort. 5 Constants will be functions with empty arity, i.e., c : --, s. 
4 Here m + n means [m/nJ, the floor function. 
5 Here, si,,..., si., s indicate sort symbols. 
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(iii) A set R of relation declarations. Each relation declaration has the form r : a, 
where r is the declared relation symbol, and a = (s~, . . . ,  &,) is its arity. 
The first-order language Lz,x generated by a signature S and a set X of  sorted 
variables is defined as usual. It contains terms and formulas. Overloaded relation 
symbols are allowed. Each term has one sort, and we write t : s whenever t is a term 
of s. Often, the set of sorted variables is implicit, i.e., we shall simply write Ls. 
Formulas of Lz are called S-formulas, and closed S-formulas are called Z-sentences. 
S-interpretations are defined in the usual way. 
Definition 3.2 (Interpretations). A S-interpretation i interprets the symbols of a 
signature S in the following way: 
(i) Every sort symbol s is interpreted as a domain DI~. 
(ii) Every function declaration f : a --+ s is interpreted as a function 
f i :  DI ' _~ D; 
where, i fa  = (s l , . . .  ,s,), then Dia is DI~ ~ ×. . -  × D i,.o. 
(iii) Every relation declaration r: a is interpreted as a relation 
r' C D'o. 
As usual, an assignment a over an interpretation i is a map a that associates with 
every sorted variable x : s an element a(x) E D~,. In an interpretation i and assignment 
a, every term t :s denotes an element of D', that we call the value of t in (i, a), and 
every formula evaluates to true or jalse. 
We write vale(t, a) to denote the value of the term t in an interpretation i and 
assignment a. 
We write i ~,  H to indicate that H is true in i and a; if H is closed, then we simply 
write i ~ H, since the truth of  a closed formula does not depend on a. I f  H is closed 
and true in (every interpretation of) a class J of  interpretations, then we write 
We will use first-order logic with identity, that is, identity axioms and overloaded 
identity = : (s, s), for every sort s, are understood, and = : (s, s) is interpreted as the 
identity over D'. 
As usual, a S-interpretation i is a model of a set Ax of axioms, written . /~  Ax, if 
i ~ A, for every A E Ax. 
Ax F- H and Ax ~ H will have the usual meaning: respectively that H is provable 
from Ax, and that H is a logical consequence ofAx. By the Completeness Theorem of  
first-order logic with identity, Ax F- H if and only ifAx ~ H. As usual, a theorem of an 
axiomatisation Ax is a sentence H such that Ax ~- H. 
Often a S-interpretation is seen as a S-structure: 
Definition 3.3 (Structures). A Z-strueture based on an interpretation i is a triple 
M i = (D i, F i, Ri), where D i is the (S-indexed) family of domains interpreting S, F i is 
the (F-indexed) family of  functions interpreting F, and R i is the (R-indexed) family of 
relations interpreting R. 
A Z-structure thus corresponds more directly to the idea of a data type, where the 
domains D i are the types of data, and F ~ and R ~ are the basic operations and pred- 
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icates. For convenience, we will use Z-interpretations, or simply interpretations, and 
Z-structures, or simply structures, interchangeably. 
Now we can give the formal definition of a framework. 
Definition 3.4 (Frameworks). A framework is composed of a signature Z and a class ~,¢ 
of Z-interpretations. It will be denoted by .~ := (Z, ~Y). 
Thus a framework is formalised as a class ,,¢ of Z-structures, that correspond to 
the data types and relations that are relevant for the problem domain at hand. 
For certain purposes, it may be more convenient to represent a framework by an 
axiomatisation Ax, such that J is the class of intended models of Ax. We will in- 
troduce axiomatised frameworks in Section 6, and show how framework axioms and 
theorems can be used to reason about specifications and program correctness. 
In the next two sections, however, we will concentrate on the model-theoretic se- 
mantics of steadfastness, and for this purpose, Definition 3.4 of frameworks will suffice. 
4. Steadfastness in terms of models 
As in Section 2, steadfastness of an open program P is meaningful in the context 
of a framework :~ = (Z, J ) .  In model-theoretic erms, steadfastness in J essentially 
means that the class of intended models of P coincides with J .  In this section, we 
give such a model-theoretic characterisation f steadfastness of an open program, by 
adapting the completion, as well as the minimum model semantics, of standard 
(closed) logic programs. 
We shall also establish that steadfast programs enjoy properties uch as compo- 
sitionality, reusability and inheritance, that are of crucial importance in modular 
program development. 
4.1. The open completion and its models 
In our approach, programs are defined in the context of a framework ~.  That is, 
their relation, constant and function symbols are symbols of the signature of o~. 
Definition 4.1 (Z-Programs). A Z-clause is a Z-formula of the form V(A ~-- B1 A ... 
ABe), 0 <~ n, where A, B i , . . . ,  B,, are atoms. A Z-program is a set of Z-clauses. 
The relation symbols used in a Z-program P are usually called the predicates of P. 
We shall distinguish between defined and open predicates: 
Definition 4.2 (Defined and open predicates). Let P be a Z-program. A predicate in P 
is defined (by P) if and only if it occurs in the head of at least one clause of P. 
Otherwise it is open (in P). 
Often the open predicates of P are also called parameters. Their meaning is left 
open by P, along with the meaning of the sort, constant and function symbols in P. 
In contrast, the meaning of the defined predicates i determined by P in terms of that 
of the open symbols. To express this dependence more precisely, we introduce the 
type of a Z-program as follows: 
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Definition 4.3 (Type). Let P be a X-program, where S is the signature of the 
framework. We say that P has type 6 ~ 1I in S, written P : 6 ¢=/7, if 6 are the 
defined predicates of P, and 17 is the subsignature of X that does not contain 6. 
Thus P : 6 ~ H indicates that P defines the meaning of 6 in terms of interpre- 
tations of H. The symbols of H will be called the open symbols of P in the signature 
2,.. 
Now we can define the open completion of an open program P : 6 ~ H in terms of 
formulas that we call P's open completion axioms. We shall use the following nota- 
tion: 
Notation. eq(r(0q,... ,  an), r(fll,'", [in)) stands for ~j = fll A ... A ~, = fin. For an 
open program P : 6 ~ H, 
(i) Cdef(P, r) stands for the completed definition of the predicate r E 5, i.e., the 
formula: 
Va . r(a) ~-~ (~Yl • eq(r(a),A,) A ~1) V.- .  V (~Yn .eq(r(a),An) A~) ,  
where Vyj. Aj ~ Mj, 1 ~< j ~< n, are the clauses of P with defined predicate r 
(for more details, see e.g. [26]); 
(ii) Cdef+(P, r) stands for the if-definition of r in P, i.e., the ~-part  of Cdef(P, r); 
(iii) Cdef-(P,r) stands for the only-(f-definition f r in P, i.e., the -~-part of 
Cdef(P, r). 
Definition 4.4 (Open completion). Let P:  6 ~ H be an open program. 
(i) The positive open completion of P, Ocomp+(P), is the set of if-definitions of 
the predicates 6. 
(ii) The negative open completion ofP, Ocomp- (P), is the set of only-if-definitions 
of the predicates 6. 
(iii) The open completion of P is Ocomp(P) = Ocomp+(P) U Ocomp-(P). 
Ocomp*(P) is, of course, logically equivalent to P, and we shall use them inter- 
changeably. Ocomp is different from the usual completion, Comp, as defined in e.g. 
[26]. Comp contains Vx. -~p(x), for every open predicate p in P. In contrast, Ocomp 
does not contain axioms for the open predicates, since they are considered to be 
parameters. In addition, Comp contains Clark's equality theory (CET) [1,6,26], 
which is left out of Ocomp. We do not assume any fixed equality theory, since the 
meaning of the constant and function symbols is pre-defined by the (open) frame- 
work ~.  
Now we define the intended models of Ocomp+(P), 60comp-(P) and Ocomp(P). 
The intended models depend on interpretations of H, and we shall call them 
j-models, where j stands for a /-/-interpretation. We shall define minimum and 
maximum j-models. 
To define j-models, we need to make use of expansions of interpretations to larger 
signatures and reducts to smaller ones. 
6 We will use Ocomp+(P) instead of  P, for uni formity.  
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Definition 4.5 (Reducts and expansions). Let H c 2; be a signature, and let i be a 
S-interpretation. 
(i) The H-reduct of i, written i I H, is the H-interpretation btained by restricting 
i to the symbols of H. 
(ii) Conversely, a S-expansion of a H-interpretation j is any S-interpretation i 
such that i[ H =j .  
Intuitively, a reduct to a smaller signature forgets the interpretation of the elim- 
inated symbols, and an expansion to a larger signature introduces an interpretation 
of the new symbols, while preserving the interpretation of the old ones. 
A useful, well-known property of the reduct i ] H of a S-interpretation i, is that it 
behaves like i for the formulas of the sublanguage Ln C Ls. More precisely: 
Proposition 4.1. Let H be a subsignature ofa signature S, i be a S-interpretation, and 
H be a Ilzformula. Then i~aH if and only if itH~alxTH, where a lH  is the 
assignment a restricted to the variables with sorts from 11. 
We will be interested in expansions o f / / in to  a signature L" that introduce a set b 
of new relation symbols (which are the defined predicates of an open program 
P : & ~/ / ) ,  and we will use the following notions of subinterpretation, i tersection 
and union with respect o 3: 
Definition 4.6 (Sub-b-interpretation, b-union, b-intersection). Let H be a signature and 
Z be the signature obtained by introducing in / /a  set f of new relation symbols. Let j 
be a//-interpretation, and i~ and i2 be two S-expansions of j .  Then: 
(i) il is a .sub-&- interpretation of i2, written il C_~ i2, if and only if h i' _c h ~2, for 
every h E b; 
(ii) the b-intersection il n~ i2 is the expansion i of j  such that h ~ = h ~ N h t, for ev- 
ery h c b; 
(iii) the &-union i~ U~ i2 is the expansion i of j such that h ~ = h ~ U h i2, for every 
h E b. 
For a given H-interpretation j, C~ is a complete partial ordering in the set of S- 
expansions of j, and N~ and U~ are the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound 
with respect o c_,~. It is easy to see that the following properties hold for an atom A: 
i I n i 2 ~a A iff il ~a A and i2 ~, A 
i lU i z~A iff il ~ ,~A and i2~-~A (4.1) 
Now we can define j-models of an open S-program P : b ~ H. We will consider 
the meaning of 17 to be pre-defined, and call j a pre-interpretation. 
Definition 4.7 (Pre-interpretations). Let P : b ~ n be a S-program. A //-interpre- 
tation will be called a pre-interpretation f P. 
This definition of pre-interpretation is an extension of that in [26]. The two def- 
initions become equivalent when P does not contain open predicates, and P's 
signature coincides with S. 
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For a given pre-interpretation j for a Z-program P : 6 ~ 17, the j-models of 
Ocomp + (P), Ocomp-(P) and Ocomp(P) are defined as follows. 
Definition 4.8 (j.models). Let P:6  ~ 17 be a Z-program, and j be 
interpretation. A j-model of Ocomp+(P) is any S-interpretation r  such that: 
(i) m is a S-expansion of j, i.e., m I H = j; 
(ii) m is a model of Ocomp + (P), i.e., rn ~ Ocomp + (P). 
a pre- 
The j-models of Ocomp-(P) and Ocomp(P) are defined similarly. 
If we have a Z-program P : 6 ~ 17 without open predicates, and if S coincides 
with the signature of P, then 17 contains only the identity, and the sort, constant and 
function symbols of P. In this case, the notion of a j-model corresponds to that of a 
model based on the pre-interpretation j, as in [26]. 
We can prove the following closure properties. 7 
Proposition 4.2. Let P : 3 ~ 17 be a Z-program, and j be a pre-interpretation. The sets 
of j-models of Ocomp + (P) and Ocomp- (P) are respectively closed under 6-intersection 
n~ and ~5-union U6. 
For a given pre-interpretation j for a Z-program P : 6 ~ H, the intended j-model 
of Ocomp+(P) is its minimum j-model, written je+. It is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.9 (Minimum j-mode&). Let P :  6 ~ 17 be a Z-program, and j be a pre- 
interpretation of P. The minimum j-model of Ocomp+(P) is the model je~ such that 
j e+ c_~ m, for every j-model rn of Ocomp + (P). 
The existence of je* follows from the closure under 6-intersection Na of the j- 
models of Ocomp+(P): jP* is the 6-intersection of all the j-models. As a consequence 
of Eq. (4.1), we can prove the following: 
Proposition 4.3. Let P : 6 ~ 17 be a S-program. For every predicate r E 6 and every 
assignment a, jP- ~a r(x) if and only if m ~, r(x),Jbr every j-model m of Ocomp+(P). 
Thus Ocomp + (P) is related to the truth of the defined predicates, and jP~ repre- 
sents their truth in all the j-models of Ocomp + (P). 
In contrast, Ocomp-(P) is related to the falsity of the defined predicates. 
Definition 4.10 (Maximum j-mode&). Let P : 6 ¢=/7 be a Z-program, and j be a pre- 
interpretation of P. The maximum j-model of Ocomp- (P) is the model jP- such that 
m .c~ jP , for every j-model m of Ocomp-(P). 
The existence ofj/' follows from the closure under 6-union U6 of the j-models of 
Ocomp-(P) : jP is the g-union of all the j-models. As a consequence of Eq. (4.1), we 
can prove the following: 
7 This works for definite programs and for constraint logic programs [15]. Negation and full first-order 
languages are used in frameworks. 
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Proposition 4.4. Let P : 6 ~ II be a S-program. For every predicate r E 6 and ever)' 
assignment a, jP ~a -~r(x) if and only if m ~a -~r(x), ./'or every j-model m of 
Ocomp- (P). 
Finally, the following proposition links j r , ,  jp and Ocomp(P). 
Proposition 4.5. Let P: 6 ~ /7 be a S-program. Then j e+ ~ Ocomp +(P), 
jP ~ Ocomp (P) and, Jor every model m of Oeomp(P), je' C,5 m ~6 jP . 
We omit the proofs for these propositions because they are mostly an adaptation 
of  known results (see e.g. [1]) to j-models. In Section 5, we will introduce open SLD- 
derivations and we will show that je, coincides with the success set, and je  is 
contained in the finite failure set, of P with respect o j. This will complete the pic- 
ture. Now we use j-models and their properties to characterise steadfastness. 
4.2. Steadfast logic programs 
Consider an open S-program P : 6 ~/7 ,  in the context of a framework (Z, ~¢). 
Any interpretation i E J contains a pre-interpretation i I/7 of the open predicates of 
P, i.e., i I/7 acts as parameter passing. Thus the minimum (i I / / ) -model  of P rep- 
resents the interpretation of 6 defined by P with parameter passing i I/7. If this in- 
terpretation coincides with i, then we can say that P is correct with respect o i. If this 
happens for every i C ,¢, then we can say that P is correct with respect to ~,¢. 
Steadfastness i just this kind of model-theoretic correctness in a class of interpr- 
etations. 
Definition 4.11 (Steadfast logic programs). Let J be a class of  S-interpretations and 
P : 6 ¢=/7 be an open S-program. Then: 
(i) P is steadfast in a S-interpretation i if (i I H) m = i, i.e., if the minimum 
(i I H)-model of Ocomp+(P) coincides with i. 
(ii) P is steadfast in .¢ iff it is steadfast in every interpretation i c J .  
We can prove a useful, necessary and sufficient condition for steadfastness in
purely model-theoretic terms, for S-programs that decide the defined predicates. 
To decide a predicate, we use j~- for evaluating truth and jP for evaluating fal- 
sity. 8 Thus, deciding r(x) means that, for every assignment of x, either r(x) is 
evaluated by jP+, or -~r(x) is evaluated by jP . Thus we introduce the following 
definition: 
Definition 4.12 (DecMon programs). Let P : 6 ~>/7 be a E-program. 
(i) P decides r E 6 in a pre-interpretation j whenever for each assignment a, ei- 
ther jm ~ r(x) or je ~, -~r(x). 
s This assumption implicitly presupposes a logic of evaluation where the excluded middle does not hold. 
Three-valued logic could work, though it may not be the best choice, but we shall not discuss this issue in 
this paper. 
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(ii) P decides r in a class c£ of pre-interpretations if and only if it decides r for 
every j E oK. 
We can easily prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. P : 6 ~ 17 decides 6 (i.e., it decides every r C 6) in a class J of  pre- 
interpretations if and only if, for every j E J ,  je+ = f - .  
We get the following steadfastness condition: 
Theorem 4.2. Let J be a class of Z-interpretations and P : 6 ~ 1I be a Z-program that 
decides 6 in J I 17. Then P is steadfast in ,a if and only if J ~ Ocomp(P). 
Proof. (4 )  Consider a generic i E J .  By Theorem 4.1, i = (i I//)P+ = (i [//)P-. Then 
i is a model of Ocomp+(P) and Ocomp-(P). Since i E J is generic, we get 
J ~ Ocomp(P). 
(~-) Consider a generic i E J .  i~Ocomp+(P) and i~Ocomp-(P) .  Then 
(i I / /)  p+ ga i C_a (i I / /) P-, and our assert follows from (i ]/-/) p+ = (i I / /) r-. [] 
Theorem 4.2 shows the role of the open completion. The picture will be completed 
in Section 5.4, where decision programs will be linked to appropriate termination 
properties. 
4. 3. Composition of steadfast programs 
We can also study the the compositional properties of steadfast programs purely 
model-theoretically. 
Definition 4.13 (Program composition). Let P : 6j ¢-: H1 and Q: 62 ~//2 be two 
S-programs. 
(i) The composition of P and Q is simply the union P U Q. 
(ii) If no predicate of 61 belongs to Q, then we say the composition is hierarchical, 
and we denote it by P[Q]. 
Lemma 4.1 (Hierarchical program composition). Let P : 61 ~ I-11 and Q : 62 ~ II2 
be two Z-programs. I f  P and Q are steadfast in a Z-interpretation i and the composition 
of P and Q is hierarchical, then P[Q] is steadfast in i. 
Proof. The type of P U Q is 61 u 62 <::/-/3, where//3 = //2 \ 61 = //1 \ 62. By the 
steadfastness of P and Q, i is a model of P and Q, hence of P to Q. Then it contains the 
minimum (i I//3)-model of P U Q: 
(i ]//3) (~o)+ C_6,ua: i. (4.2) 
Let Sp and SQ be the signatures containing the predicates of P and of Q respec- 
tively, as well as equality and the sort, constant and function symbols of 2;. Let/ /p be 
the open symbols of P in 2~p, and n o be those of Q in S o. The proof goes on as 
follows. 
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(i ]//3) (m~))+ is a model o fP  U Q, hence of Q. By Proposition 4.1, its restriction to 
ZQ is a model of Q. Since H3 coincides with Hf~ over ZQ (indeed 6t ~ S o because P[Q] 
is definite), the restriction to S o is a (i ]//o)-model of Q (with signature 220) and 
contains the minimum (i ]//Q)-model. The latter coincides with i ] S 0, because Q is 
steadfast. Then: 
i I _r o c_6~ (i I H3)(eu°>+ I Z Q, (4.3) 
Since 113 13 62 = H1 and H1 does not contain 61, by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain: 
i l Ha = (il l I3)(eu°)+lH,. (4.4) 
Therefore (i I H3) (?Uol+ is an (i I 111 )-model of P U Q, hence of P, and we can reason 
about P and P U Q as we have done for Q and P u Q. We obtain: 
i[ St, C6, (i [ 113) (Pt~o)- I Se. (4.5) 
The final proof comes from Eqs. (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5). [] 
The relevance of steadfastness for modularity and reusability is expressed by the 
following results. We omit the proofs, since they are immediate. 
Theorem 4.3 (Hierarchical compositionality). Let P: 61 ~ 111 and Q: 62 ~ FI2 be 
two X-programs that are steadfast in a class . /o f  Z-interpretations. I f  the composition 
of P and Q is hierarchical, then P[Q] is steadfilst in ./. 
Theorem 4.4 (Inheritance). Let ./ be a class of S-interpretations, and P : 61 ~ HI be a 
Z-program that is steadfast in J .  Then P is steadfast in any subclass J* C_ ,/. 
A subclass J* _ , / i s  typically obtained by adding new axioms. For example, if 
we axiomatise rectangles, the subclass of squares is obtained by adding an axiom 
that states that all the edges are equal in length. Inheritance means that programs 
remain correct in subclasses. Thus it enables reuse. 
Corollary 4.1 (Reuse). Let P : 6j ~ 111 be a S-program that is steadJast in a class . /o f  
S-interpretations. Consider a program Q : 62 ~ 112 that is" steadfast in a subclass 
J* c J .  I f  the composition of P and Q is hierarchical, then P[Q] is steadfast in J*. 
Example 4.1. Consider a program P : 6 ~ iterate,.., that uses iterate as a parameter 
and is steadfast in ,/ter of Example 2.1. Consider the program P2: iterate 
unit, op,...,  that is steadfast in the subclass ./ter* of ./ter that satisfies the additional 
associativity axiom. Since P is inherited by ../ter*, the hierarchical composition 
PIP2] : 6, iterate ~ unit, op,.., is steadfast in ,/ter*, i.e., P can be correctly reused in 
subclasses. 
In contrast, non-hierarchical composition may not preserve steadfastness. 
Example 4.2. Consider the open framework ~:~(D,p, q) with a signature containing 
one sort D and two relations p and q, and with a class , /o f  interpretations that 
satisfy the axiom Vx. p(x) ~-~ q(x). Let P : p ¢= q, D be a program containing the one 
clause Vx(p(x) ,-- q(x)), and Q : q ~ p, D be a program containing the one clause 
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Vx(q(x) ~ p(x)). We can easily see that both P and Q are steadfast in J .  However, 
the composition P U Q : p, q ~ D is not steadfast, since, for every i E J ,  p and q are 
interpreted as the empty relations in the minimum (i ] D)-model. 
If we restrict our attention to decision programs, however, then non-hierarchical 
composition works, as shown by the following result: 
Theorem 4.5 (Decision program composition). Let P: c~l ~ Ill and Q: 62 ~= H2 be 
two Z-programs that are steadfast h~ a Z-interpretation i and decide ~1 and 62 
(re~spectiveO,) in i. Let P U Q : ~l u 62 ~ H3 be their union. [/'P U Q decides 61 U ~2 in 
i, then P U Q is steadfast in i. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, i is a model of Ocomp(P) and of Ocomp(Q). Since 
Ocomp(P u Q) = Ocomp(P) u Ocomp(Q), i is a model of Ocomp(P U Q). Since P u Q 
decides (31 U 62, by Theorem 4.2 it is steadfast in i. D 
Example 4.3. In Example 4.2, P decides p and Q decides q, but P u Q : p, q ~ D does 
not decide p, q. Indeed, for every i E J ,  p and q are interpreted as the empty relations 
in the minimum (i I D)-model of Ocomp ~ (P U Q), while they are interpreted as the 
total relations in the maximum model of Oeomp--(P U Q). Thus we cannot conclude 
that P U Q is steadfast. 
Consider now the closed framework with the signature containing one sort N, one 
constant 0, one unary function s and two unary relations even and odd, and with a 
unique interpretation ,g such that N ~ is the set of natural numbers, and 0, s (suc- 
cessor), even and odd are interpreted in the usual way. Consider the programs P~,~, 
and P~,a~t tas usual, universal quantification of program clauses is understood): 
P~,,~I : even(O)  +-- 
even( .~ ' (x ) )  . -  oJd(x) 
Podd : odd(s(x)) +-- even(x) 
Now all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 hold, and we can conclude that P~,,~,, U Qodd is 
steadfast in i. 
It is obvious that the property of being a decision program is inherited by sub- 
classes. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. In the class of deciskm programs, (non-hierarchical) program compo- 
sition preserves teadJasmess, and steadfastness is inherited by subclasses. 
This corollary is interesting, since non-hierarchical composition PU Q allows 
mutual recursion. However, to establish the steadfastness of a mutually recursive 
composition P U Q we need to verify a posteriori that P U Q is a decision program. 
This makes non-hierarchical composition unsuitable for modular programming. 
However, it is useful for program derivation, since :it allows us to derive separately 
clauses of single predicates and then compose them by verifying that the resulting 
program decides its predicates. As we will see, this can be achieved by verifying 
existential termination. 
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In contrast, (hierarchical) composition P!Q] works for modular programming, 
because it preserves steadfastness unconditionally. 
5. Steadfastness in terms of computations 
In this section, we shall consider the models of an open program in terms of 
computations. 
To this end, we introduce suitable variants of SLD derivations and trees, that we 
call SLDE-derivations and SLDE-trees, and we link them to provability from 
Ocomp~(P) and Ocomp--(P) respectively. 
SLDE-derivations and trees allow us to define j-success and j-failure sets of an 
open program P : # ~/1  parametrically, i.e., success and finite failure sets in terms 
of pre-interpretations j, and to study their relationship with j-models. In this way, we 
can relate the model-theoretic results of Section 4 to their computational counter- 
part. We introduce y:-complete programs, a subclass of decision programs that 
satisfy suitable termination properties. This will provide a basis for formal proof 
methods of steadfastness by proving open completion and termination. 
5.1. Computations qf open programs 
First we introduce SLDE-derivations and trees. We shall use goals that contain 
equations as well as atoms, and adopt the following notation: 
Notation. We write A, B, . . . ,  for atoms, ~/, ,~, . . . ,  for (possibly empty) sequences of 
atoms, and E, El, . . . ,  for (possibly empty) sequences of equations. 
The conjunction of a sequence of formulas is written A(...). We shall omit A and 
the parentheses whenever possible without confusion. For example, a clause with 
head C and body A(,~) will be written as Vx. C +- ~. 
We write G, G~ . . . .  for goals. To indicate a goal with atoms ~/and equations E, 
we write ,¢J, E. 
Now we can define SLDE-derivations. 
Definition 5.1 (SLDE-derivations). 
(i) Let ,.4~ ,A, ~eJ2, E be a goal containing an atom A. Then 
,eJl, A, ,cd2, E =~ ,~'/t, P,~, ,~¢2, E, eq (A, pC) 
is a SLDE-step with selected atom A and applied clause Vx. C +- ~, if A and C 
have the same relation symbol and p is a renaming of the variables x of the 
clause by variables that do not occur in ~e/j, A, .e/2, E. 
(ii) An SLDE- derivation from a program P is a finite sequence of SLDF-steps, 
such that each step applies a clause of P and introduces new renaming vari- 
ables, i.e., variables not introduced in previous teps. 
For short, an SLDE-derivation G~.  K,.~ ,. ~G,,  from a program P is written 
G~G,,. The logical meaning of SLD~-derivations follows from our next result. 
P 
Lemma 5.1. For eve,'), SLDE-derivation GI~G,,, Ocomp+ (P), G,, ? AG1. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that, if G ~ G', then K, G' I- AG. [] 
Now we can introduce SLDE-proofs. 
e 
Definition 5.2 (SLDE-proojs). An SLDE-derivation Gl ~Gn is an SLDE-proof if the 
final goal G, contains only equations. 
SLDE-proofs correspond to SLD-refutations, where the answer substitution a is 
replaced by the equations E in the final goal. To extract a from E, first-order logic 
with identity is not sufficient: we need the freeness axioms [37] which are included in 
Clark's equality theory CET. We do not assume CET here, however, and other 
equality theories could be considered, i.e., our treatment of steadfastness can be 
extended to constraint logic programs for instance. 
Example 5.1. Consider a program tbr deciding the even relation: 
KI: even(O) +- 
K2: even(s(s(x))) +-- even(x) 
A possible SLDz-derivation is: 
K* 
even(s(xo)) ~ even(xl),S(Xo) = s(s(x,)) 
K1 (5.1) 
s(xo) = s (s (x , ) ) ,  x ,  = o 
By Lemma 5.1, we have: 
K,, K2, s(xo) = s(s(x,)), x, = 0 ~- even(s(xo)). 
In the intended model of natural numbers, 0 and s satisfy CET and we can easily see 
that CET, s(xo) = s(s(xj)),xl = 0 ~- x0 = s(0), i.e., the final equations contain the 
answer substitution. 
Now we can define SLDE-trees. They are defined like standard SLD-trees, with 
the following differences: they are finite, and paths are (partial) SLDE-derivations or 
(complete) SLDE-proofs. 
Definition 5.3 (SLDE-trees). An SLDE-tree generated by a goal G from a program P is 
a finite tree, with goals as nodes, such that the root is G and, for every node G ~, either 
G ~ is a leaf or G t has k children Grj,... G~, where r(r) is the selected atom, K1,... Kk 
Kz  ~ 
are all the clauses with head predicate r, and G~GI,  for 1 ~< i ~< k. 
Let /~ be an SLDE-tree from P with root G(x) arid leaves GI , . . . ,  G,. Every leaf 
Gi, 1 ~ i <~ n, contains all the variables x of the root, in the equations introduced by 
the first SLDE-step, and the renaming variables wl introduced in the path ending 
with G, We will write G~(x, w~) to indicate the variables of G,.. We can prove the 
following lemma, which explains the logical meaning of SLDE-trees. 
Lemma 5.2. Let P : 6 ~ 11 be an open program, G(x) be a goal with variables x, and/~ 
be an SLDL.-tree from P with root G(x) and leaves G~ (x, wl ) , . . . ,  Gn(x, wn). Then 
n 
Ocomp-(P), G(x) ~- V(3wi .  Gi(x, w,)). 
t= l  
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Proof. Let .;¢~, r(r),,~¢2, E be a node of the tree with selected atom r(r). We can 
directly see that 
k 
Cdef- (P, r), r(z) F- VBVg . eq(r(~), piAi) A pi;~i, 
i=1 
where 3y,.eq(r(a),Ai)A:~i, l<~i<.k, are the disjuncts of the right hand side of 
Cdef-(P, r), and p~ renames y~ by vi. Since t,i (I ~< i ~< k) do not occur in .¢Jt,-~2, E, we 
can prove: 
k 
Cdef-(P, r), 3w. ,~/., r(r), ,~2, E ~- V_~w, v, . ~ei,, p?~i, .~2, E, eq (r(,), p,Ai), 
i l  
where w are the variables of ,~/i, r(~), -~¢2, E that are different from x. 
Now the proof comes by an easy induction on the size of the tree. [] 
5.2. Success ets of open programs 
Roughly speaking, for every fixed pre-interpretation j, the j-success et of P is 
what P computes uccessfully in j. Technically, the j-success et of P, written je~.~, is a 
S-expansion of j, and it is defined operationally, by SLDE-derivability. 
Moreover, je,~ can be shown to coincide with the minimum j-model jr- of P, and 
thereby we achieve a (desired) correspondence b tween operational and model- 
theoretic semantics. Here we will concentrate on the definition of jP~ and its prop- 
erties. Other details on computations are deferred to Section 5.4. 
To define jP", we need the notion of open SLDE-proofs, or open proofs fbr short. 
Definition 5.4p(Open prooJk). Let P:6  ~ 11 be an open program. An SLDE- 
derivation Gl ~G,  is an open SLDE-proqffrom P if G, contains only equations and 
(possibly) open atoms from H. 
The final goal G, of an open proof contains only H-formulas. Therefore, G,, can 
be interpreted by H-interpretations, i.e., pre-interpretations for P : 6 ~ H, and we 
can define successful atoms in terms of H-interpretations. 
Definition 5.5 (Succes,~d proqli~). Let P : 6 ¢: H be an open S-program, j be a H- 
interpretation, and a be an assignment. 
P 
(i) An open proof Gl(x)~G,,(x,y) is a succes,fful proof in j for a whenever 
j ~a 3y. G,, (x, y). 
(ii) An atom A(x) is a s'uccessful atom in j for a if there is a successful open proof 
P 
A(x)~G,(x,y) in j for a. 
Example 5.2. Consider the following open program with a defined predicate ord and 
an open predicate ~<;: 
KI: ord(nil) ,-- 
K2: ord(x.nil) ~-- 
K3: ord(x.y.L) ~- x <~ y A ord(y.L) 
Consider the open goal ord(a.b.nil). There is an open proof: 
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](3 
ord(a.b.nil) ~ Xo ~ Yo, ord(yo.Lo), a.b.nil = xo.Yo.Lo 
](3 
xo ~.~"o, a.b.nil = xo.Yo.Lo, xj .nil = yo.Lo (5.2) 
The final goal contains the open predicate x0 ~y0. By Definition 5.5, ord(a.b.nil) is 
successful for those pre-interpretations j of ~< and assignments a such that 
j ~a 3xo,yo, Lo,xl . Xo <~Yo A a.b.nil = xo.yo.Lo A x l.nil = yo.Lo. 
If we restrict ourselves to the intended interpretations of lists, then the list con- 
structors nil and • satisfy CET. Since 
CET ? (3xo,yil~ Lo, xl. xo ~ )'o A a.b.nil = xo.yo.Lo A xj .nil = yo.Lo) 
~-,a<~b 
ord(a.b.nil) is successful for those pre-interpretations j of ~< and assignments a such 
thatj  ~,a~<b. 
Now, we can define the j-success ets of an open program. 
Definition 5.6 (j-success ets). Let P : 6 ~ H be an open X-program, and j be a H- 
interpretation. The success et of P determined by j, written jP~, is the Z-expansion of 
j such that, for each r E 8, jP~ ~a r(x) if and only if r(x) is successful in j for a. 
The j-success et is related to the models of Ocomp + (P) by the following results. 
Lemma 5.3. Let P : ~ ~ H be an open X-program and j be a H-interpretation. Let m 
be a j-model ~?[Ocomp ~(P). Then, for every assignment a, if  r(x) is sueees~fful in j for a, 
then m ~a r(x), for r E ~. 
Proof. Since r(x) is successful, there exists a successful open proof r(x) ~ G,(x,y). By 
Lemma 5.1, Ocomp+(P),G,,(x,y) ~- r(x). Therefore, Ocomp*(P), 3y.  G,(x,y) ~- r(x). 
Since m ~ Ocomp+(P) (by hypothesis) and m ~a 3y.  G,(x,y) (because the open 
proof is successful, j=  mi l l  and, by Proposition 4.1, m ~,~ Bye. G,(x,y,)  iff 
rn ] 17 ~, ~y,, . G,,(x,y,,)), we get m ~a r(x). [] 
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness of j-success). Let P : 6 ~ H be an open X-program, and j be 
a H-interpretation. Then jP'~ C_~, jP~. 
Proof. The theorem holds if and only if, for every assignment a and every j-model m 
of Ocomp + (P), 
This follows from Lemma 5.3 and the fact that, ifj F'.~ ~a r(x), then r(x) is successful 
in j tor a. [] 
This theorem is a soundness result with respect o truth: j-success entails truth in 
jP' and hence, in every j-model m of P. The following theorem is a completeness 
result: the j-success et and the minimum j-model coincide. 
Theorem 5.2 (Completeness ofj-success). Let P : 6 ~= H be an open X-program, and j 
be a pre-interpretation for P. Then ,jl~ = jP'. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1, jP.' _ca je,. Therefore, i f j  & is a model of Ocomp ~ (P), then it 
is the minimum one jR'. To prove that je,, is a model of Ocomp-(P), we use P instead 
of Oeomp +(P), since they are logically equivalent. 
Let Vx. C ~ .~ be a generic lause of  P and a be a generic assignment. We have 1o 
prove je,,s ~ C ~- ,~. 
Assume jP'~ D~ ~. Let p be a renaming of x by new variables y. Let b be an as- 
signment such that a(x) = b(x) = b(v). Then je,, ~b p.N,x = y and the atoms of O,8 
have successful open proofs, which can be used to build an open proof  
P 
p~, x =: y ~ G(x, y, w) 
that is successful inj  for b. Therefore j =b 3w. G(x,y, w). Now we can build the open 
proof  9 
V.~. (~-~' P 
C ~ p~,x  =y=~ G(x,y, w). 
Since a(x) = b(x), by j  ~b 3w. G(x,y, w) we obtain j ~, 3y, w. Gm(x,y, w). Therefore 
5.3. Failure sets of open programs 
Now we introduce SLDz-trees failed in a pre-interpretation j. Using such trees we 
will define operationally the finite failure set of a program P determined by j. 
Definition 5.7 (Failed SLDE-trees). Let P : ,5 ¢= H be an open S-program, j be a //- 
interpretation, and a be an assignment. 
(i) An SLDz-tree with root G(x) and leaves Gl(x,yl),...,G,,(x,3;,) is a fi~iled 
SLDF-tree in j for a if and only i f j  ~, ~33'i. Gi(x, yi), for 1 ,~i~n. 
(ii) An atom A(x) is afitiled atom in j for a it" there is an SLDe-tree ~ with root 
A(x), such that A is failed in j for a. 
Definition 5.8 (j-Jailure sets). Let P : 6 ~ H be a S-program. The finite Jailure set of P 
determined by a H-interpretation j, written jR", is the S-expansion of j  such that, for 
each r C 6, 
jPJ:' ~ ~r(x) if and only if r(x) is failed in j tbr a. 
Lemma 5.4. Let P : 8 ~ 17 be an open S-program, G(x) be a goal. and • be an SLDE- 
tree with root G(x) and leaves Gl(x, vj) . . . .  ,G,,(x,y,,). Let j he a H-interpretation 
and m be a j-model of Ocomp-(P). U" A is/ililed in j for an assignment a, then 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2: 
pl 
Ocomp (P), 6(x)  W(3y,. c,(.,: >,,.)). 
I'=: 1 
9 Note  that  eq C, pC)  is x -- y, 
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Since m ~ Ocomp-(P) and m ~, -,3yl. Gi(x, yi) for 1 ~<i~< n (indeed, ~ is failed in j, 
j = m [H and, by Proposition 4.1, m ~, -,3y~. G~(x,y~) iff m I H ~, -,qyv. G~(x,y~)), 
we get m ~, G(x) ---, false, i.e., m ~, -,G(x). [] 
Theorem 5.3 (Soundness of j-failure). Let P : 6 ~ H be an open Z-program. For every 
H-interpretation j, jP C_6 jPo. 
Proof. The theorem holds if, for every assignment a and every j-model m of 
Ocomp- (P), 
j~r ~a -,r(x) ~ m ~a -,r(x). 
This follows from Lemma 5.4 and the fact that, ifj @ ~, -,r(x), then r(x) is failed in j 
for a. [] 
This is a soundness result with respect o falsehood, i.e., j-failure entails falsehood 
in je ,  and hence in every j-model of Ocomp-(P). A completeness result does not hold 
unconditionally for j-failure. Indeed there are programs and pre-interpretations such 
that je- c jen (see [1] for examples of Herbrand models). However, there are con- 
ditional completeness results, such as the following (we omit the easy proof): 
Theorem 5.4 (Completeness of j-failure). Let P : 6 ~: H be an open Z-program. Then: 
(i) For every pre-interpretation j, je- = jPn if and only ~" j@ is a model of 
Ocomp -( P ). 
(ii) I f  j v" = jPI~, then jP~ = jP : jPt~. 
Our next definition combines the completeness of j-success and j-failure. 
Definition 5.9 (J-completeness). Let P:  6 ~ H be a Z-program. Let J be a class of 
H-interpretations. P is J -complete if and only if j@ = jP% for every j E J .  
In J -complete programs, je~ =jp~ =je -= j@ for every j E J .  We have 
now arrived at a result for establishing steadfastness u ing the notion of J -com- 
pleteness. 
Theorem 5.5 (Steadfastness condition). Let J be a class of Z-interpretations, and let 
P : ¢3 ~ H be an open Z-program such that P is J ] H-complete. Then P is steadfast in 
,~¢ ~/'and only if J ¢ ~ Ocomp(P). 
The theorem follows directly from Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 5.4. 
So, now we can establish steadfastness by proving the open completion and J -  
completeness. 
5.4. Steadfastness and open termination 
The preceding results relate truth and jm to the j-success et of a program, and 
falsity and jP~ to the j-failure set. Thus we have arrived at a connection between 
models and computations. As a result, we can also relate Theorem 5.5 to termination 
of open programs. We shall do so in this section, and for this purpose, we 
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shall consider SLDE-derivations as computations of an idealised 'open interpreter', 
which computes the pre-interpretations 'virtually'. We will omit the proofs of the- 
orems in this section, since they are easy consequences of those of the previous 
sections. 
A computation for a program P : b ~ 17 starts with a goal Go(x,y), a//- inter- 
pretation j and an assignment a of x, where x is a subset of the variables x, y of Go. In 
the limiting cases, x or y may be empty. 
For a given j, Go and a, the interpreter generates SLDE-derivations as follows. Let 
Ce and El be the open atoms and equations of the goal Ge(x,y, wi), obtained after i 
SLD~-steps, 0~< i. The interpreter decides j ~, 3y, we. (5'i, El. We have three cases: 
(i) 3y, w~. ~oe, E~ is false in j. Then ae is failed and the current SLDz-derivation is
halted. 
(ii) 3y, we. Ci, Ei is true in j, and Ge coincides with Ce, Ei, i.e., it contains only open 
atoms and equations. The current derivation is halted with computed answer 
Ce, Ei. 
(iii) 3),, we. C0e, El is true in j, and G, = ~¢i, ~,  Ee. The interpreter selects an atom in 
~'e and a clause, performs the corresponding SLDz-step and generates a new 
goal Gi+l. 
In (iii), we assume afair selection rule. Search in the SLDz-tree is performed in the 
usual way, with backtracking, using either a depthyfirst or a breadth-first rategy. 
The answer of a successful derivation Go(x,y)~G~(x,y, we) is a goal G¢(x,y, we) 
that contains only open atoms and equations. Since j ~, 3y, w,. G~(x,y, we), there is 
an assignment b of y such that j ~,ub 3we. Ge(x,y, wi). Therefore the SLDz-deriva- 
tion is successful in j for a U b, and we obtain: 
jP~'~ aub Go(x,y). 
We will call a the input assignment and b the output assignment. The output as- 
signment is (virtually) extracted from the final goal by the interpreter, which is as- 
sumed to (virtually) compute j. In practice, we have the following cases: 
(i) If only equations are involved, and the constants and functions of the pro- 
gram satisfy CET, then by CET we can solve the equations, and compute 
the output assignment. Moreover, in this case, SLDE-derivations can be eas- 
ily translated into standard SLD-derivations. 
(ii) If Ge contains only formulas of a constraint language, then we get constraint 
logic programs. The answer will be computed by the constraint solver. 
(iii) Ge contains open predicates that are not solved by CET or by a constraint 
solver. The idea is that they should be computed by other not yet known pro- 
grams Q~,...,Q,, to be composed with P : 6 ~ 17. Therefore the open inter- 
preter 'virtually computes' pre-interpretations, in place of Q~,...,  Q,, i.e., it is 
assumed to contain an 'oracle', in the sense of relative computability. 
Here, effective computability of pre-interpretations is not needed. Whenever, 
in a pre-interpretation, a (steadfast) program for the open predicates 
exists, it can replace the oracle, since it composes correctly with our (steadfast) P.
Now we can relate termination to o.¢-completeness, where J is the class of pre- 
interpretations. A necessary and sufficient condition for J-completeness i  existen- 
tial termination i J ,  defined below. Here we assume a breadth-first search strategy 
and a fair selection rule. Termination of 'real' programs, as well as other kinds of 
termination, will be briefly addressed in Section 7. 
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Definition 5.10 (Existential termination). Let P : 6 ~/7  be an open S-program, and r 
be a predicate of 6. Then: 
(i) P existentially terminates in a//- interpretation j with respect o r whenever, 
for every assignment a of x, either (x) is successful, or r(x) is finitely failed in 
j for a. 
(ii) P existentially terminates in a class f of pre-interpretations if it existentially 
terminates in every j c J ,  with respect o every r C 6. 
Existential termination has the following meaning. For every pre-interpretation 
j E j and every input assignment a of x, we get a positive or a negative answer in 
finite time, i.e., the interpreter halts either with a successful SLDE-derivation or with 
a finitely failed SLDE-tree. In the first case, je, ~, r(x), and in the second 
J e~t ~a -~r(x). As a consequence, j j~ = je,,. 
On the other hand, ifj ejy = je,, then we have existential termination. Then we have 
the following: 
Theorem 5.6. P : 6 ~ 11 existentially terminates with respect o every predicate 0['6, in 
a class J ofpre-interpretations, if and only if P is J-complete. 
Moreover, since jess = je,, entails je- = je+, we have: 
Theorem 5.7. I f  P : (5 ~ 1I ex&tentially term&ates with respect o (the predicates of) 
6, in a class J of pre-interpretations, then P decides 6 in J .  
Finally, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.5, we get 
the following steadfastness condition: 
Theorem 5.8. Let .~¢ be a class of Z-interpretations, and let P : 6 ~ II be an open S- 
program which existentially terminates in ~¢ I 11. Then P is steadfast in J if and only if 
J ~ Oeomp(P). 
These theorems provide the basis for methods for proving steadfastness in a 
framework. Such methods consist of two steps: proving the open completion 
and proving termination. We discuss their application to correctness in the next 
section. 
6. Steadfastness and program correctness 
Our treatment of steadfastness thus far is complete in its own right, providing 
both an abstract, model-theoretic characterisation and an operational semantics. 
However, so far we have not explicitly explained our motivation for characterising 
steadfastness, or its relation to the usual notion of program correctness. To round off 
this paper, in this section we will demonstrate he applicability of steadfastness to
program correctness, and thereby clarify our motivation to use steadfastness a a 
formal basis for modular development of correct programs. For brevity and clarity, 
we will be somewhat informal, and omit some proofs. 
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6.1. Parametric correctness 
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In this section we show how parametric orrectness, i.e., correctness of open 
programs, can be formalised in terms of steadfastness. The standard efinition of 
correctness (of closed programs) is with respect o a specification, as follows (see e.g. 
[14]): 
A (closed) program P for computing a relation r(x) is correct with respect 
to a specification S if, for every tuple t of ground terms, the following cor- 
rectness condition holds: 
S ~ r(t) iff P k- r(t) (6.1) 
We shall extend this definition to open programs. 
Now a specification of an open program P : 6 ~ 7r is a pair (Sa, &), where & and 
S= are respectively the specification of the defined predicates 6, and that of the open 
ones rr. Any reasonable definition of correctness of open programs hould satisfy the 
following reuse requirement: 
If P is correct with respect o (Sa, &), then, for every program Q that is 
correct with respect o &, the hierarchical composition P[Q] should be 
correct with respect o Sa tO &. 
Furthermore, to be useful, an open program should compute different relations 6, 
when composed with different programs Q. Therefore we should consider parametric 
specifications of the form (Sa(p), &Co)). For example, the parametric specification of 
the program P~te,-~te in Example 2.1 (in Section 2) is of this form: 
({S,',e,at,~(D, x )}, {So;(D, o), S,,,i,(D, e)}) (6.2) 
where iterate, op and unit are defined in terms of the interpretation of the parameters 
D, ×, o, and e. Thus we define the correctness of open programs with respect o 
parametric specifications as follows: t0 
An open program P : 6 <= 7r is correct with respect o the specification 
{ (& (p), & Co))} if and only if, for every instantiation p := k of the param- 
eters, P is correct with respect o (Sa(k): &(k)). 
This ensures that the aforementioned reuse requirement holds for every instantiat- 
ion. 
Now parametric orrectness can be formalised precisely in an abstract, model- 
theoretic way, in terms of steadfastness. As a first step, for closed programs (and 
non-parametric specifications), we reformulate Eq. (6.1) in model-theoretic erms, as 
follows: 
is ~ r(t) iff mp ~ r(t), (6.3) 
where the domain of both is and me is the Herbrand Base of P, mp is the minimum 
Herbrand model of P, and is interprets r according to S. Since mp and is have the 
same domain, Eq. (6.3) is equivalent to: 
io This definition isvery similar to that in Ref. [10]. 
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is = me, (6.4) 
i.e., P is steadfast in is. 
As a second step, we formalise a parametric specification {(Sr(p),S~(p))} in a 
framework ~ = (Z, J ) .  The parameters p are symbols of S, and their interpreta- 
tions in J represent the possible instantiations ofp. For example, in the parametric 
specification (6.2), we can consider the instantiation D := natural numbers, o := +, 
e : :0 ,  x : * .  
Finally, each instance (S~(k), S~(k)) of a parametric specification {(S~(p), S~(p))} 
defines an interpretation ik of 6 and n. If P is steadfast in the class of all ik's, then it is 
correct with respect to the parametric specification. Indeed, by Lemma 4.1, it 
correctly composes with every steadfast program Q for computing n, in every in- 
terpretation ik, i.e., P[Q] is steadfast in ik, as required by Eq. (6.4). 
To formalise the relation between steadfastness and parametric orrectness, we 
first define specifications as follows: 
Definition 6.1 (Specifications). Let ,~ = (S, J )  be a framework and r/be a set of 
relation symbols not in S. A specification S~ of t/is a set of (S + r/)-axioms. 11 S~ is 
sound in ~ if, for every j C J ,  there is at least one (S + t/)-expansion j~ofj such that 
j~ p S~. If every j C J has exactly one such expansion j~, then S~ is strict in ~;  
otherwise it is non-strict. 
An example of a strict specification is an explicit definition: 
Definition 6.2 (Explicit definitions). In a framework ~'- = (S, J ) ,  an explicit definition 
of a new relation r(x) is a formula Sr of the form 
w . ,.(x) R(x) 
where R(x) is a Z-formula. 
Explicit definitions are sound in every framework ft .  The specifications of iterate, 
op and unit, considered in Example 2.1, are examples of explicit definitions. 
An example of a non-strict specification is a super/subspecification: 
Definition 6.3 (Super/Subspecifications). In a framework ~ = (S, J ) ,  a super/ 
subspecification of a new relation r(x) is a formula SupSubr of the form 
Vx. (Rs,b(x) ~ r(x)) A (r(x) --+ Rs~p~r(x)) 
where Rsub(X) and Rs,p~(x) are S-formulas uch that j ~ Vx. Rs~b(X) ~ R~p~(x). 
The condition ~¢ ~ Vx. Rsub(X) --+ R~per(X) guarantees the soundness of the spec- 
ification in the framework. For every interpretation j E J ,  a (X + r)-expansion Jr ofj 
is a model of SupSubr if and only i f r  jr is contained in the relation defined by R.~p~,. and 
contains the one defined by R.~,b. Therefore, SupSubr is non-strict. 
1 S + t/is the signature obtained by including the declarations of t/in 27. 
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Other examples of non-strict specifications include conditional specifications and 
selector specifications. These are defined and discussed in Ref. [22], where it is also 
shown that conditional specifications are a special case of super/subspecifications. 
To define parametric orrectness in terms of steadfastness, we need to use S,- 
expansions defined thus: 
Definition 6.4 (Sn-expansions). Let ~ = (27, j )  be a framework, and S, be a 
specification of r/in ~.  An S,-expansions of J is a class J ,  of (S + q)-interpretations 
such that J ,  ~ Sn and, for every j E J ,  ~ contains one expansion j, ofj .  
Of course, a strict S, has one S,-expansion, while a non-strict S~ has many. 
Now, we can define parametric correctness in terms of steadfastness. In the sequel, 
we will consider the correctness of (open) 27 + 6 + rc-programs P : 6 ¢=//, with de- 
fined predicates 6 and open predicates 7c, with respect to specifications ($6,S~). 
Definitions and results apply also to closed programs, as they are a limiting case 
(zt = 0). For conciseness, the signature and type of programs will be left implicit, 
since they can be reconstructed from the specifications. 
Definition 6.5 (Parametric correctness). Let ,~ = (2;, J )  be a framework, and let P be 
an open program with specification (S,~, S~). P is correct in ,~" with respect o ($6, S~) 
if and only if, for every S~-expansion j~  of j there is an S6-expansion J of 9¢~ such 
that P is steadfast in d.  
Note that, in the limiting case where S~ and $6 are strict, this definition simplifies 
to the requirement that P is steadfast in the (unique) (S~ U S6)-expansion of J .  
Finally, by this definition, correct programs inherit the compositional properties 
of steadfast programs: 
Theorem 6.1 (Composition of correct programs). Let ,~ = (Z, J )  be a framework, let 
$6~, S~, S&, S~: be specifications, let P be a correct program with respect to 
($6~, S~ U $62), and let Q be correct with respect o (S~2, S~2 ). Then P[Q] is correct with 
respect o (Sat LJ $62, Sn~ U S~ 2). 
Proof. Consider a generic (S~ L U S,~2)-expansion J~,u~2 of J .  We have to prove that 
P[Q] is steadfast in a ($6~ u S62)-expansion .~of Jn, J~2' 
Since J~iu~2 is an expansion of a S~2-expansion bypredicates nl that do not occur 
in Q, by the correctness of Q, there is a S62-expansion f of J~ju~2, such that Q is 
steadfast in f .  Since f is an expansion of a (S,~ u $62 )-expansion of j by predicates 
n2 that do not occur in P, then by the correctness of P there is a S6~-expansion ,,~ of 
f such that P is steadfast in J .  Since ~ do not occur in Q, Q is also steadfast in ,.¢ 
and, by Theorem 4.3, P[Q] is steadfast in d.  [] 
Correctness i also inherited by subframeworks: 
Theorem 6.2 (Inheritance of co~'rect programs). Let ~ = (27, J )  be a framework and 
let J*  C J be a subclass of J .  I f  a program P is ~ correct with respect o (S~, S~) in ~,  
then it is correct with respect o (S,~, S~) in the subframework ~* = (X, J*).  
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As usual, inheritance allows reuse: 
Corollary 6.1 (Reuse of correct programs). I f  an open program P is correct with 
respect o (S,~,, S~ U S62) in a framework ~: = {X, J ) ,  and a program Q is correct with 
respect o ($62,S~) in a subframework .~-* = (S, J*) ,  then P[Q] is correct with respect 
to (&, u &2, S~, u S.2) in/~-~. 
In the limiting case where •1 and/r 2 are empty and J *  contains one interpretation 
j E J ,  Q has no open predicates and is correct with respect o Sa 2 in j, and P[Q] is 
correct with respect to S,~j U S~ 2 in j. Since this holds for every j E J ,  our definition of 
parametric correctness meets the reuse requirement, as expected. 
6.2. Proving correctness 
Having defined parametric correctness (with respect o parametric specifications) 
in terms of steadfastness, it remains to show how we can use this definition to prove 
correctness. To do so, we shall need to represent and make use of knowledge codified 
by first-order axioms and theorems. That is, we shall use axiomatised frameworks, 
defined as follows: 
Definition 6.6 (Axiomatised frameworks). An axiomatised framework ~ = 
(S, Ax U Th, J )  contains a signature Z, a set Ax U Th of axioms and theorems, and 
a class ~.¢ of intended models of Ax. If j contains a unique (up to isomorphism) 
model, then ~ is closed, otherwise it is open. 
In general, the class J of the intended models is properly contained in the class of 
all first-order models of Ax and is defined by means of suitable higher-order as- 
sumptions uch as the closed world assumption [6]. However, the results in this 
section are largely independent from any specific intended model semantics. 
Therefore we simply assume that there is a class ~ of intended models of Ax. 
Th is a set of theorems that are provable (in first-order logic) from Ax. It does not 
characterise J ,  but it is very important because it represents what is actually known. 
As yet unknown theorems are not useful at all, even if they are 'implicitly present' in 
the axioms Ax. 
Now we exhibit two examples of axiomatised frameworks. The first one shows a 
typical closed framework, namely Peano's Arithmetic. The second one shows a 
parametric framework, i.e., an open framework where some symbols of the signature 
act as parameters and, for every interpretation of the parameters, there is one in- 
tended interpretation of the other symbols. In these examples, the intended models 
are singled out by means of suitable domain assumptions. 
Example 6.1 (Closed axiomat&edframeworks). Peano Arithmetic ~A/"at can be defined 
by the following closed axiomatised framework: 12 
J2 We will omit he outermost universal quantifiers. 








0 : --+ Nat; 
s : Nat --~ Nat 
+, * : (Nat, Nat) ~ Nat; 
~0 = s (x )  A ( s (a )  = s (b )  - - ,  a = b) ;  
x+0 =x;  
x + s(y) = s(x +y);  
x*0=0;  
x * s(y) =x+x*y ;  
H(0) A (Vi. H(i )  --~ H(s( i )  ) - ,  Vx. H(x) .  
+ (y + z) = (~ + y) + z; 
~,  (y ,z )  = (~,y ) , z :  
x+y =y+x;  
We assume the following domain assumption: 
Nat  is the Herbrand Base generated by 0 and s, i.e., it is the set of numer- 
als 0,s(0),s(s(0)),...  We can consider numerals as abstract representa- 
tions of the natural numbers 0, 1,2,. . .  
Under this assumption, ~•~'ht is a closed framework. Indeed it has only one model 
that satisfies the domain assumption. 
Example 6.2 (Parametric' ax iomat ised f rameworks) .  The following parametric 
axiomatised framework defines the (kernel of the) theory of lists with parametric 
element ype Elem and a parametric binary relation < on Elem: 
Framework 5q ist ( E l em , <); 
IMPORT: ,4~ht; 
SORTS: Elem, List; 
FUNCTIONS: nil : ---, List; 
: (Elem, List) --, List; 
nocc : (Elem, List) --~ Nat; 
RELATIONS: elemi : (List, Nat, Elem); 
< : (E lem,E lem);  
AXIOMS: -~niI = a.B A (al.Bj = az.B2 -+ al = a2 AB1 = B2)); 
H(n i l )  A (Va, J .  H ( J )  --~ H(a . J ) )  --~ VL. H(L); 
noec(x, nil) = 0; 
a = b --+ nocc(a,b.L)  = nocc(a,L)  + 1; 
-~a = b --+ noce(a, b.L) -- noec(a,L) ;  
eIemi(L, O, a) ~ 3B. L := a.B; 
elemi(L,  s(i), a) *--+ 3b, B. L = b.B A elemi(B, i, a)', 
THEOREMS: ~eIemi(ni l ,  i, x) 
-~elemi(a.nil, s(i), x) 
The imported symbols of ..,t@ are not explicitly mentioned, and their intended 
model is that of ...4~at. 
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The intended interpretations of List are given by following parametric domain 
assumption: 
For every interpretation Elem ~ of Elem, List is the Herbrand Base gener- 
ated by the list constructors nil and., and by Elern ~, considered as a set of 
constants of sort Elem. 
Every interpretation fElem and < has one expansion that satisfies the parametric 
domain assumption, and is a model of 5eist. In this expansion, nil is the empty list; • 
is the usual list constructor; nocc(a, L) is the number of occurrences of a in L; and 
elemi(L, i, e) means that the element e occurs in L at position i. 
Now we approach the problem of proving correctness. We first give theorems that 
show the role of the open completion in correctness proofs. Then we discuss the 
existence of proof-methods based on them. We assume that all specifications are 
sound. Soundness guarantees that the specifications are consistent with the axioms. 
Theorem 6.3. Let .~" = (Z, Ax U Th, J )  be a framework and P be a program with 
specification (S~, S~). I f  Ax U S,s U S~ F- Ocomp(P) and P decides 6 in every S~- 
expansion of J ,  then: 
(i) P is correct in ~ with respect o (S~,S~); 
(ii) for every S~-expansion j~  of J ,  S~ is strict in (S + ~, J~). 
Proof. (i) Consider a generic S~-expansion J~  of J .  Let J be an arbitrary S6- 
expansion of j~ .  Then J ~ Ax U $6 U S~. Since Ax U S6 U Sn F- Oeomp(P), then 
d t ~ Ocomp(P). Moreover, P decides 5 in J~.  By Theorem 4.2, P is steadfast in J .  
Then it is correct with respect o (S6, S~). 
(ii) Since J is arbitrary, P is steadfast in every S6-expansion of j~ .  However, it is 
easy to see that, if P is steadfast in two expansions J l ,  J2 of J~, then J1 = J2. 
Therefore S~ is strict in (S + 7~, j~) .  [] 
(i) is useful for proving correctness. (ii) allows us to use programs to prove that a 
specification is strict. Moreover, it shows that this theorem cannot be applied to 
proving correctness with respect o non-strict specifications. 
For a non-strict specification, the form of a correctness proof depends on the form 
of the specification. For example, for correctness with respect o super/subspecifi- 
cations, we have the following result: 
Theorem 6.4. Let ,~- = (2;, Ax U Th, J )  be a framework, SupSubr be the specification: 
Vx . (Rsub(x) --+ r(x)) A (r(x) ~ Rsuper(x)), 
and P be a program with specification (SupSubr, S~). I f  
(a) Ax U S= U {Vx. r(x) ~ Rsuper(X)} ~-Ocomp + (P) 
(b) Ax U S= U {Vx. r(x) +-~ R~,6(x)} ~- Ocomp-(P) 
and P decides r in every S,-expansion of J ,  then P is correct in :~ with respect o 
(SupSub~, S~). 
Proof. Let J ,  be a generic S=-expansion f J .  Let j,~ be an interpretation of J=. Let 
i~z, be the Vx. r(x) ~ Rs.p~r(x)-expansion of j= and isu b be the Vx. r(x) ~ Rsub(X)- 
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• " C "P -  ' " "P+ expansion of j,. By (a), j~+ C r isu p. By (b), Isu b - -r  Jn " Since P decides r m j~, j~ "?- - -  ~ JTt ' 
Now it is easy to conclude the proof. [] 
These theorems (and similar ones for other forms of specifications) provide the 
basis for an effective proof-method of program correctness (with respect o specifi- 
cations). 
As far as ~- is concerned, an interactive theorem prover for classical logic can be 
used. In our approach, a very important part would be a mechanism of information 
retrieval in well organised libraries of theorems, already proved in frameworks. This 
would lead to more realistic methods for proving correctness and for deriving correct 
programs. 
Proving completion alone is not sufficient, lndeed the above theorems require us 
to prove that a program decides a relation in a class of interpretations. For this 
purpose, the results of Section 5 become important. They reduce the problem of 
proving that P decides ~ into one of existential termination i j~  (see Theorem 5.7). 
Thus termination proofs play an important role in correctness proofs. However, 
they are not the main concern of this paper, and we will only give some hints in the 
following examples of correctness proofs. 
Example 6.3 {Correctness in closed frameworks) .  Consider the closed framework .,Vat, 
and the strict specification Sprod: 
Sprod : prod(x ,y ,z )  ~-~ z = x * y. 
We can prove: 
,4/ht U Sprod ~- prod(x, 0, 0) (6.5) 
and derive the program P0 = {prod(x, 0, 0) ~-}. Clearly P0 terminates. However, it is 
only partially correct. In our approach this is revealed by the fact that 
Ocomp(Po,prod) cannot be proved from ~.4rat U Smou (it is inconsistent). We can go on 
and prove: 
prod(x, s(y), z) ~-~ 3w . prod(x,y,  w) A z = w + x. (6.6) 
If we introduce the specification S~,m: 
Ssum : sum(x,y ,z )  +-+ z = x + y 
we get the following open program P1: 
Po : prod(x,O,O) ~-- 
p, : prod(x,s(y) ,z )  *-- p rod(x ,y ,w) , sum(w,x ,z )  
Now we can prove: 
.Arat U S~,,,, U Sproa F- Ocomp- (Pl, prod). 
Since the open completion Ocomp + has been proved in the derivation of the clauses, 
we have obtained the proof of the open completion of Pt. Therefore it remains to 
prove that/'1 existentially terminates. 
To study termination, we consider the recursive init ialpaths of the SLDE-tree with 
root prod(xo,Yo,Zo). In this case there is only the recursive path: 
PI 
prod(xo,Yo, Zo) ~ prod(xl ,y l ,  wl ), sum(wl ,xl, zl ) 
x0 --= x l ,yo  = s (y l ) , zo  = z l  
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The equation in the last goal is such that: 
~tu {x0 =x~,yo = SCVl),Z0 = z~} ~y,  <y0 
Since < is well-founded in the intended model of ~J/ht, every SLDE-derivation per- 
formed by the interpreter of Section 5 is finite, when prod(xo,yo,zo) is the starting 
goal, the input assignment grounds at least y0 and the pre-interpretation is the S~,,- 
expansion of the intended model. 
This entails existential termination in the (unique) S~,m-expansion. Thus, by 
Theorem 6.3, we have proved that P1 is correct with respect o ({Smod}, {S~,m}). 
By Theorem 6.1, P~ correctly composes with every program that is correct with 
respect o S,.~m. 
Example 6.4 (Correctness in open frameworks). Consider the open framework 
C~ist( Elem, <0, and the parametric specification ({Schai, (Elem, 4, elemi)}, 
{Slinked(Elem, <Z)}): 
Scha~,(Elem,,~,elemi) : chain(L)+-. 
(Vi. elemi(L, i,x) A elemi(L, s(i),y) ~ x ,~y) 
Sli,~d(Elem, 4) : l inked(x,y) ~ x ~ y 
We can prove in 5~ist(Elem, 4) the open completion of the following program Pchai,: 
Cl : chain(nil) +-- 
c2: ehain(x.nil) ~-- 
c3: ehain(x.L) +- L= y.A, l inked(x,y),chain(L) 
We omit the proof, and only remark that the first two theorems listed in the 
framework are useful for proving the first two clauses. 
Concerning termination, we have the recursive path: 
C3 
chain (Lo) ~ L1 = yI.A j, linked(x1, Yl ), chain (LI), L0 = x j . L j. 
The equation in the last goal is such that we can prove in the framework 
that len(Lj) < len(Lo). Since < is well-founded on natural numbers, we get ex- 
istential termination in the S~inkea-expansions of the intended models of 
590~ ist(Elem, 4). 
As we have seen in the case of prod, our correctness analysis can be done in a 
modular way, i.e., we can study prod and sum separately. This works for logic 
programs. For real Prolog programs, however, this does not necessarily mean that 
termination is preserved. Indeed, our notion of correctness i  model-theoretic, while 
in Prolog there is a discrepancy between operational and model-theoretic semantics. 
Moreover, we may require termination with respect o non-ground goals. These 
problems are important (see e.g. [31]), but they are beyond the scope of this paper. 
We will only briefly comment on them in Section 7. 
Finally, we remark that the theorems of a framework are useful in the proof of the 
completion. For example, distributivity is useful to prove Eq. (6.6), and the first two 
theorems given in the framework for lists are useful to prove the first two clauses of 
P,:,hai,,. Moreover, frameworks are also useful in the analysis of termination. In both 
the examples, we have proved termination using only the properties of the frame- 
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work. This approach to termination works as well for constraint logic programs, of 
course by using suitable frameworks. 
7. Related work 
We now briefly summarise the key features of steadfastness, and compare them 
with related work. 
7.1. Open logic programs 
An open steadfast program is an open Z'-program. The semantics of an open 
program P is given by the j-models jP' and jP , and steadfastness in a framework 
= (~, ~¢) intuitively means parametric correctness. 
Open logic programs have been considered by Brogi, Lamma and MeUo. In Ref. 
[3], they introduce Admissible Herbrand Models, to provide a model-theoretic se- 
mantics for program composition. 
Admissible models can be seen as a particular case of j-models, where only 
suitable Herbrand pre-interpretations j are considered. By contrast, in our approach, 
we place no restriction on j, since we need to compare j-models with the interpr- 
etations of an arbitrary framework. That is, whereas Ref. [3] is concerned with a 
model-theoretic semantics for program composition, our primary goal is 'open 
correctness' in a class of interpretations. Modularity is a by-product of steadfastness, 
since the latter is preserved by composition. 
Moreover, allowing arbitrary pre-interpretations yields a greater generality. For 
example, we can switch to constraint logic programs without difficulties, and we have 
a greater freedom in managing signatures, signature morphisms, and signature 
composition, since reachability is not required for j. 
7.2. Modularity 
A steadfast program makes an ideal module, since it is parametrically correct and 
can be composed with different (correct) parameters into different correct programs. 
In logic programming, an in-depth survey of modularity can be found in Ref. [5]. 
There are broadly two main approaches: one based on an algebra for logic program 
composition, and one based on extensions of Horn logic. 
The first approach is exemplified by Brogi et al. [4]. Here composition operators 
and their semantics are defined for composing programs. Compositional semantics i
based on the immediate consequence operator, although in other papers (e.g. [3]) a 
compositional model-theoretic semantics i used. 
The second approach is exemplified by Miller [28], who extends Horn clauses by 
allowing implication goals whose bodies are sets of clauses defined in an external 
module. Monteiro and Porto [30] use a similar idea to introduce contextual logic 
programming. Modularity can also be achieved by introducing types [32]. In general, 
enriching first-order Horn logic yields scoping and abstraction mechanisms that 
support modules, data abstraction, and metaprogramming. This has been nicely 
explained in [29], where different extensions of" first-order Horn logic are considered, 
and the power of higher-order logic programming is briefly discussed. 
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However, in the above approaches, there is no notion of formal correctness like 
steadfastness, which ensures that the composed program is correct with respect o 
the intended interpretations of the framework. Rather, these approaches tudy 
module abstraction and composition at a syntactic and/or semantic level, but do not 
compare programs with (separate) specifications: the component modules are 'cor- 
rect by definition', and the composed program is also 'correct by definition', i.e., the 
composition rules are assumed to be 'correct by definition'. Whereas steadfast 
program composition guarantees a priori correctness with respect to a specification S 
in a framework, the correctness of any program composed using the above ap- 
proaches with respect o S must be established a posteriori. 
7.3. Parametric specifications 
Specification frameworks allow us to introduce parametric specifications in a 
simple and natural way, together with accompanying benefits like modularity. 
However, such specifications (and their benefits) can also be (and indeed have 
been) captured by other formalisms, such as algebraic specifications (e.g. [11,12,39]), 
and institutions [13]. The latter have even been applied to logic programs [34]. In 
functional programming, Sanella and Tarlecki [36,35] have proposed formal devel- 
opment of (parametric) ML programs from algebraic specifications. Their work is 
very close to ours in spirit, and allows parametric specifications and programs. 
In our approach, however, we always distinguish between frameworks, specifi- 
cations and programs. A framework ~ defines a general problem domain, and 
specifications in f f  represent computational tasks in this domain. At the framework 
level, our approach [16] is very similar to the algebraic one, except hat we use full 
first-order languages, ince we require their expressiveness at the specification level. 
At the specification and program levels, we introduce a notion of model-theoretic 
correctness, based on steadfastness, which is the distinctive feature of our approach. 
By this three-level approach, we can put in the specification only what is needed for 
the program, while maintaining our relevant knowledge of the problem domain in 
the framework. This allows us to introduce in a clear way both strict and non-strict 
specifications, and to define the corresponding notions of correctness. A discussion 
of this can be found in Ref. [23]. 
7.4. Correctness and termination 
We define correctness, in a declarative, model-theoretic manner, with respect o 
both strict and non-strict parametric specifications. This correctness i defined in 
terms of steadfastness and thus 'inherits' the latter's compositional properties. We 
have also discussed methods for proving correctness, involving the open completion 
and existential termination. 
Correctness of logic programs has been widely studied (see Chapter 8 of Ref. [2] 
for instance). What distinguishes our approach is the presence of a class of inter- 
pretations, wherein specifications assume their proper meaning, and wherein cor- 
rectness must be established. From this point of view, Deville's [10] 'correctness with 
respect to separate specifications' i  more similar than most to our approach in spirit. 
Even here, however, there is an important difference in that our characterisation is a 
more abstract, model-theoretic characterisation, based on steadfastness. Our general 
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results can be used to introduce proof methods, based on the open completion and 
existential termination. 
There are other kinds of (strict and non-strict) specifications, besides those in 
Section 6. In general, different kinds of specifications may involve different kinds of 
termination proofs (see e.g. [22]). Using model-theoretic correctness, however, may 
cause problems with a real logic programming language such as Prolog, owing to the 
discrepancy between the model-theoretic semantics and the operational semantics of 
the latter. For 'real' programs, we have to take into account depth-search strategy 
with a given computation rule. Thus, for practical program development we might 
distinguish two phases in the derivation of a correct program. In the first one, we 
derive a semantically correct program, using the results of this paper. Then in the 
second, we adapt the program for execution by a specific interpreter. This is not 
discussed in this paper, and will most probably involve transformation techniques. 
To deal with termination, well-known techniques [9,2] can be adapted for open 
programs. To handle modularity, and the effects of the computation rule and pos- 
sible delay mechanisms, results like those given for example in Ref. [31] should be 
useful. 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have introduced the semantics of steadfast logic programs, and 
we have studied their compositional properties, in an abstract, model-theoretic way. 
We have also introduced an operational semantics for open programs, based on a 
'virtual interpreter', in the manner of constraint logic programs [15]. Our treatment 
of steadfastness, given for definite logic programs, immediately extends to constraint 
logic programs. Moreover, it can be easily extended to terminating normal pro- 
grams. In fact, we have extended a kernel of the theory of (closed) logic programs 
[38,7,8,26,1] to open logic programs. Thus, we have established soundness, and 
completeness results for open logic programs. 
We have demonstrated the application of steadfastness to correctness with respect 
to parametric specifications in Section 6, and in the previous ection we have briefly 
discussed related pieces of work and their differences with our approach. 
The idea of steadfastness i  primarily motivated by our work in deductive syn- 
thesis [25,18,19] of logic programs. However, we believe that it is an important 
concept for formal software development in general. Indeed, steadfastness i  a 
combination of modularity, reusability, and (formal) correctness. As such it provides 
a basis for hierarchical formal program development that can be used to construct 
not only correct parametric modules but, more importantly, also libraries of such 
modules that can be composed correctly. Steadfast programs can be reused correctly 
with different parameters in different instances of an open framework. 
Our next step is to return to our original motivation, and design a synthesis 
method that is based on steadfastness. For such a method, the object-oriented 
technology would be an efficient vehicle for implementing reusability of specifica- 
tions, theorems and steadfast programs. Reusability is of crucial importance, since 
the effort of deriving a correct program (together with its formal proof) is much 
higher than that of simply writing it (and hoping it is correct). In particular, 
knowledge reuse (by framework-libraries of steadfast programs and theorems) 
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would make program synthesis a more realistically achievable task. For example, a
lot of useful theorems have been proved on numbers, lists, trees, arrays, and so on. 
Their reuse is allowed by frameworks. When dealing with a specific problem domain, 
we set up the appropriate specification framework by importing the frameworks for 
the necessary data types, and inheriting their theorems. These theorems are useful for 
writing down the right specifications and to reason about program correctness and 
synthesis. 
Equally we believe that steadfastness i  a contribution to object-oriented pro- 
gramming. The reusability afforded by steadfastness differs from that found in ob- 
ject-oriented programming (e.g. [27]) mainly in two ways. 
Firstly, steadfastness characterises reusability at a high level of abstraction, i.e., at 
the level of the framework. In contrast, in object-oriented programming, code reuse 
occurs at program level, either by placing common code in a superclass that is shared 
by subclasses, or by reusing the same code for a method in subclasses that all inherit 
the same superclass. In other words, steadfastness provides a kind of declarative 
semantics for reusability, whereas in object-oriented programming, such a semantics 
is lacking. Nevertheless, object-oriented programming would be an efficient vehicle 
for implementing declarative r usability. 
Secondly, steadfastness guarantees correct reuse. Here, correctness i defined 
formally with respect o the given framework. In contrast, in object-oriented pro- 
gramming, correctness is usually only defined informally. Thus, steadfastness could 
provide the basis for developing libraries which are (formally) correct with respect o 
frameworks. This would be a useful extension to current object-oriented technology, 
especially in applications where correctness and safety are critical. 
In summary, steadfastness captures a kind of correctness that is preserved 
through inheritance hierarchies. As such, it provides the essential criterion for formal 
correctness for the development of next generation component-based as well as dis- 
tributed software. Another direction of our future work will be to provide more 
evidence to substantiate this claim, by considering the following aspects. 
Since steadfastness defines a priori correct reuse, it should provide guidance for 
choosing the right components o construct a specified composite. Steadfast pro- 
grams make ideal units in a library of components, and can also be used as dis- 
tributed programs, with the advantage that they are a priori correct. 
Constructing steadfast programs hould also contribute directly to component- 
based software development. This is because steadfastness i  defined in the context of 
a framework formalising the problem domain. Our formalisation of a framework 
corresponds to what is called an Object-oriented Design (OOD)framework [24] in 
component-based oftware development. Thus developing steadfast programs entails 
constructing (libraries of) OOD frameworks. It is now widely recognised that such 
frameworks are a more promising answer to software reuse than objects, and in- 
dustry is increasingly using (OOD) frameworks rather than objects as the unit of 
reuse. 
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